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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0554483A1] The invention relates to a joining and stress-spreading element for two concrete building parts (2, 3), in particular plates,
which adjoin one another essentially in the horizontal direction and are to be separated from one another by an expansion joint (4), with at least
one joining bolt (5) which bridges the expansion joint and which with a first end (5') forms a first length to be embedded in the concrete of the first
building part and is surrounded with a second length enclosing a second end (5'') by a sliding sleeve (6) to be embedded in the concrete of the
second building part, with at least one first stirrup element (22) which is assigned to the first length of the joining bolt and to be embedded in the
concrete of the first concrete building part, as well as with a second stirrup element (22) which is assigned to the second length of the joining bolt or
the sliding sleeve and to be embedded in the concrete of the second concrete building part, as well as with a holding plate (8) for the sliding sleeve,
which can be fastened on an end form in the region of the expansion joint. <IMAGE>
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